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Individuality.
DISCOVERING WHO YOU ARE .

A  SEPARATE  EXISTENCE.
We a l l  know  tha t  t he  j ou rney  o f

l i f e ,  t r auma  r e cove r y ,  o r  any
hea l i ng  j ou rney  happens  to  have

i t ' s  up s  and  downs .
We  know tha t  t he re  a r e  t imes

whe re  you  wan t  t o  j u s t  g i ve  up
en t i r e l y  and  wonde r  why  i s  l i f e  so

ha rd  fo r  you ,  ou t  o f  a l l  peop l e .

Even  th rough  th i s ,  we  encou rage
you  to  j u s t  keep  go ing .  Why?

Even  i f  i t  doe s  no t  s eem l i ke  i t
now . . . you r  j ou rney  o f  l i f e  he lp s

you  to  d i s cove r  you r  pu rpose ,
you r  de s i r e s ,  you r  pa s s i on ,  and

you r  c a l l i ng .
Th i s  i s  l i ke  the  wo r l d ' s  g i f t  t o  u s
fo r  do ing  th i s  r e cove r y  wo rk  a s

we  s t ep  ou t  o f  s u r v i v a l  mode  and
in to  " th r i v a l  mode" .

And  ye s  you  a r e  r i gh t . . . t ha t  i s  no t
a  r ea l  wo rd  i n  t he  d i c t i ona r y  bu t

pe r f e c t  f o r  t h i s  s en tence .
A  quo te  f r om Zamar i a  John ' s  b l og

pos t
h t tp s : / /www.zamar i a j ohn . com/b lo
g /2019 /7 /29 / a r e - you - th r i v i ng -o r -

su r v i v i ng
s t a te s ,

"Th r i v a l  mode  i s  how  you  c l imb
ou t  o f  t ha t  l im i t i ng  space  you r

cha l l enges  and  t r auma  have  c aged
you .  Th r i v a l  mode  i s  wha t

happens  when  we  ope ra te  f r om a
p l a ce  o f  s e l f - a c cep tance ,  cou r age ,

and  d r i v e . "

You r  r e cove r y  wo rk ,  i s  no t  done
in  v a i n .  The  g rea te s t  pa r t  o f  t h i s

a l l  i s  t ha t  t h roughou t  you r
r e cove r y  j ou rney ,  you  beg in  to

see  YOU.
You  ou t s i de  o f  t he  t r aumat i c

expe r i ence s .
These  expe r i ence s  no  l onge r

de f i ne  you r  l i f e ,  a s  i n  be ing  a
s l a ve  to  them,  i n s t ead  you  make

them work  fo r  you .
Whethe r  you  dec i de  to  sha re  you r
s to r y ,  u se  tha t  pa s t  expe r i ence  a s

fue l  t o  he lp  o the r s  t ha t  c an
re l a t e ,  e t c .  you  a r e  mak ing  tha t

s to r y  go  to  wo rk  fo r  you  and  you r
pu rpose ,  peace ,  and  c a l l i ng .

Ques t i on s  To  Ask  You r se l f :
-  Wha t  do  I  en joy  do ing?

-  Wha t  b r i ng s  me  a  s en se  o f  j o y?
-  Wha t  d i d  t h i s / t he se  pa s t

expe r i ence s  a l l ow  me  to  have
pe r spec t i v e  on?

-  I s  t he re  a  v i s i on  I  ha ve  tha t  c an
make  me  f ee l  f u l f i l l ed  and  a l so

he lp  o the r s ?

You  have  a  who le  new  j ou rney
wa i t i ng  fo r  you .
Ju s t  keep  go ing .

Keep  p re s s i ng  fo r  you r  r e cove r y
and  s t a r t  t h r i v i ng .
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about
Nicola

Nicola is a widely acclaimed Clinical Aromatherapist, Empowerment
Mentor, Author and Educator.

She is known as a leader in her field for emotional release and supports
people to effectively access and break-free from sabotaging emotional
pain using the science of smell and mindfulness methods. She has
supported thousands of people worldwide to achieve their greatest
potential and redefine themselves as they step into a life of fulfillment
and self-mastery.

Nicola is originally from London, England where she studied and trained
professionally in Clinical Aromatherapy and Energy Medicine/Biofield
Communication, whilst working for well-known international business to
business corporations, building and launching successful brands,
organizing large corporate events and working with the media. 

She now lives and works in Los Angeles where she is passionate about
helping individuals achieve their greatest potential, breaking free of
limiting self- beliefs and mentoring them in her private practice to
redefine themselves, gain powerful insights and direction for career, life
and personal relationships that align with who they truly are and their
purpose. 

Her book, Hot Water for Tea, is an extensive guide for using plant
medicine, teas and essential oils as a preventative measure for improved
health, beauty and emotional wellness. This book is packed with her own
proven remedies for a variety of health options, emotional benefits and
inner reflection methods for peace and self-assuredness.

WWW .NICOLASALTER .COM

@NICOLASALTER_LOVES_L I FE_



M Y  J O U R N E Y
My journey for emotional freedom began when I started realizing that many
of my choices and directions for myself and my career were based on other
people’s recommendations and what I ‘should’ be doing rather than what my
heart was telling me to do.

I knew I was a bit of a round peg in a square hole when I started working in
the corporate world in London, England. I couldn’t understand how some
people appeared so attached about going into the office every day, and
never asking themselves,"There must be something else I could be doing in
my life."

There was a culture of just push through and keep going.  Limiting beliefs,
fear of doing something new, you have to fit in to get ahead, type of
approach.  What I was beginning to witness was a whole other story, people
who were resentful, angry, frustrated, wanting more but unable to reach out
and find it, defining themselves by old stories or belief patterns they had
experienced and then began to believe to be true. People who wanted to be
individual but felt they needed to fit in to succeed.

I believe we have come a long way since then, but that is where my life-long
curiosity for people’s behaviors and how we become stuck in our emotions
without even realizing it, began.  

 I went back to school part-time whilst I was working, fascinated to learn
more about the mind, body and spirit;  the impact of our minds on our
bodies; discover more about quantum physics and the power of science
proven intelligence that exists beyond our normal bodies, and how we are
made up of light and sound, frequencies of energy.

I learned about the science of smell and its impact on our brains,
aromatherapy, and the clinical aspects of using essential oils for our well-
being; the profound difference  breathwork makes on our nervous system to
calm us; the connection between the brain and the heart; understanding the
way in which our brains hold onto old emotions thinking that it is keeping us
safe,  when really it is holding us stuck and in fear.

The use of energy work helped me to discover what was holding me stuck
on a deeper level without even realizing that I didn’t feel good enough, or
wasn’t worthy, based on old old stories I had heard or believed years back
and still believed to be true as they were sunk in my subconscious.

The more I began to work with what I was learning for myself, the more able
I was to dive into curiosity about myself, without judgement and then found
myself doing the same for others, and now today working with my own
practice and at an anxiety center here in Los Angeles sharing my tools with
those people who want to make a difference in their lives and break free
from feeling stuck, and help them release old belief patterns which are
creating anxiety and stress.

Words by Nicola Salter
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H A S  T H I S  J O U R N E Y  I M P A C T E D  M Y
A P P R O A C H  T O  L I F E  N O W ?
It has been incredible really, and especially over the last few years where the
more I was able to identify my emotions, and the why and the how, I found it
easier to let go and just jump into life doing what I love. I approach life now
with solutions rather than problems, I am so grateful for everything around
me that fills me up no matter how big or small, I love to give and I now also
love to receive (something that took me a long time to learn).

I had some life experiences where I just had to raise the bar and finally
believe in myself because if I didn’t who would? I recognized that people
around us want to believe in us because they want to believe in themselves
too, they are not worried about what you cannot do, they want to know what
you can offer and who you are.

W H A T  I S  E M O T I O N A L  F R E E D O M ?
Emotional freedom in my world, means living your life without being
paralyzed by painful emotions that are holding you back. Underlying
negative emotions can create anxiety, and stress as we fill our heads with
emotional clutter; beliefs about ourselves that tie us up and we lose focus
on the bigger picture which are the potentials out there, just waiting for us if
we can distract our brains away from fear.



A N  I M P O R T A N T  R E A L I Z A T I O N  
A number of years ago I began to notice a pattern with the women I
was working with.  They were all excited to begin a new journey of
self-discovery and find their purpose but whenever we got halfway
through the program they would begin to backout and get nervous.

I spent hours looking at what was creating this fear, my teaching,
my mentoring, the content, and finally realized that it was their lack
of confidence, unworthiness, feeling like they were a fake, and fear
of moving into something new.

These reactions were based on old experiences from the past,
where they had learned to react in a certain way and their brains
had carved out this neural pathway of belief, that was holding them
back. It was fascinating just what the brain could do. It wasn’t their
fault it is just our DNA and the brains way of believing it is
protecting us from the unnown tht could be potentially dangerous.

T H E  C H A L L E N G E  O F  E M O T I O N A L
F R E E D O M
The most challenging part is actually letting go of the painful
emotion that is limiting you. Once you have defined what the
emotion is and stay open and curious without judging yourself, that
is the adventure, letting go of it requires some discipline with
yourself, mindfulness methods, and daily observations of yourself,
how you are reacting - all help you to realize when and what these
emotions are and how they crop up in your behaviors.

D E C O D I N G  Y O U R  E M O T I O N S  A N D
I N D I V I D U A L I T Y  G O  H A N D  I N  H A N D
As you begin to decode your emotions the ones which are driving
you positively and others that are more of a negative reaction to
outside influences, you start to learn more about how unique you
are, what makes you tick. You become calmer, kinder to yourself, 
 and it becomes easier to self-parent as you start to see your
qualities, strengths and perhaps things about yourself you want to
work on.

I F  Y O U  F E E L  Y O U  A R E  R E A D Y  T O
J O U R N E Y  T O W A R D S  T H I S . . .
My new online course is called “How to Decode and Calm Your
Emotions” with my emotional freedom self-care kit to help you free
yourself from emotional pain and self-sabotage with aromatherapy
and mindfulness methods. I have created the course for anyone
who is experiencing stress and anxiety, as well as for therapists
who would like to learn more about natural methods to support
their clients.

The purpose of the course is to help you find freedom from anxiety,
fear, stress, panic attacks, post-traumatic stress and or limiting beliefs
with self-help solutions you can use as part of your ongoing therapy,
or as a pathway to discover more about yourself.

You can find all info on Nicola's course here:
www.nicolasalter.com/course

I F  Y O U  C A N  R E L A T E  T O  T H I S . . .
Begin by looking at yourself as a wounded child, and I discuss this in
the course. Many times our feelings of emotional paralysis come
from when we had trauma as children and then we hold onto these
experiences, and they eventually become our truth and reality.

Be kind to yourself as if you are talking to a child, asking them
where this pain is held in their body, what they are feeling, can they
track it back to a certain moment.  The course I have created helps
you move through these steps, and there are methods to help
release the pain and the emotion, however, I say to everyone, seek
out the help of someone  ( a therapist ideally), you can talk with to
process these emotions, you don’t have to do this on your own. But
at least be able to go into your session prepared with some deeper
connection work you have been doing with yourself.

G R A T I T U D E  &  C L O S I N G  W O R D S
Thank you, so much for this opportunity to share my views. I hope I have been
able to sow some seeds of hope and that you come closer to understanding
how valuable you are, along with the importance of your individuality and the
impact you make in the world.

I am beyond grateful every day for my loved ones, friends, family, clients, crazy
cats that jump on me at 5.30 am every morning, patting my nose for another
day of just living and being here to appreciate all of the beauty that surrounds
us.

For many years I had no idea of where my journey was taking me, so many of
my teachers would ask me to be patient and that I would one day understand.

I believe that staying open and not always having to know the outcome allows
more opportunities to flow for us without us squeezing and insisting on having
the answers immediately.

I am grateful for the flow, the lessons, the opportunities and being able to now
see the choices I made and how they affected my healing path.

Love you!
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“Imagine if you could tally up how much time you’ve wasted
worrying about what others think of you.  Wasting time makes
my skin crawl, so doing this exercise would make me climb
under the covers to hide.  It’s similar to the annoyance or disgust
I feel when I think of how much time I’ve wasted thinking about 
 certain boys who turned out to be not even worth a follow on
Instagram. *facepalm*

If you can relate, don’t get down on yourself, it’s totally human
nature. We all worry about what others  think of us. But here’s
the secret: often, they are too worried about what others think of
THEM. We are  all absorbed in our own stuff and self-conscious;
it’s all just a waste of time. I reckon humans could solve  global
warming, cure cancer, and discover how to find the perfect
bra/pair of jeans without stepping foot  into a change room, if we
stopped wasting our precious minds on the thoughts of others.”

That is an excerpt from my book, Finding Your Cape, Chapter 13,
You Do You. This fall, my podcast, of  the same name, is
examining the book chapter by chapter and every week I have a
guest on with me,  someone who is what I lovingly refer to as a
Mareathoner (someone part of the online community I’ve 
 created of like-minded people who are looking for connection).
Each week we break down two chapters  at a time, and I give
them a chance to ask me any questions they’d like, no holds
barred. I also ask them  a series of rapid-fire questions and one
has stood out to me the most: ‘describe to me your cape’.

Let me back up. The cape. We all have one, and it’s with you at a
moment’s notice. In fact, it’s perched  on your shoulder as you
read this very article. The cape can symbolize your inner voice,
your past, your  tribe, what you’ve overcome, achievements and
more. Your cape stands for whatever you want it to and  it’s
always ready to help you through difficult times. Life is loud and
judgmental and overwhelming, but  the cape is there. You need
to get quiet to call upon it, but it’s there.

Everyone’s cape is different, and it is fascinating to hear how
people each visualize their secret weapon.  The colors, the
length, the purpose, the shape and, even the way in which it
shows itself, all vary. Some  refer to it as short and sassy, others as
long, like a bridal train.

I’m sure your cape has nudged you this year; 2020 has tested us
all. My cape billows in the wind when I  am struggling. It’s
heightened when I am scared, reminding me that I’ve got this. It
gains strength and  extra layers every time I overcome a
challenge and holds the tears I’ve shed as well as my wins.

"It’s Time to Listen for
Your Cape"

Your cape is yours, and no one can take it from you. Find that
cape and do what makes you feel good.  We waste so much time
trying to live up to the expectations and dreams of others that
too often we  quiet our own. What is that YOU want? What
makes YOU happy? What makes hours feel like minutes to  YOU?
Find it. Cultivate it. Hold it sacred.

Too often we are told to make ourselves fit in, to be small, to
quiet down. No. Do not dim your shine. Do  not lose your
personal identity because it makes someone else feel
uncomfortable. Maybe, just maybe,  that cape is waiting for a
signal to come to life. When it does, it carries you through the
unknown.

Being able to ask readers to describe their cape is a prime
example of individuality. We’ve all read the  same book and
taken the same advice, to reach a completely unique outcome.
Are you ready? Close  your eyes and think of your own secret
weapon, something to conjure up at a moment’s notice when
you’re in a tough spot. What does it look like? Think of specific
details like color, length, intricacies and  more.

Find me @redheadmare and tell me what your cape looks like. 

 Once you see it and start to use it, there is no limit to what you
can achieve.



redheadmare
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My name is Zoe, and I’m a 24-year-old Jewish
genderfluid lesbian. I grew up in New York City and
went to an all-girls school for 13 years (prior to
realizing my gender identity), and then went to
college at the University of Pennsylvania, where I
majored in English and Creative Writing and minored
in Theatre Arts.

All throughout my life, I have loved to create –
whether that was through writing, drawing,
performing, or any other possible medium. I’ve also
always been a huge nerd. I love school and learning
new things and forming bonds with teachers and
mentors. I also adore playing video games.

In these two parts of my life – the creative and the
academic – I have always succeeded. But when it
came to my interpersonal life (friendships and
relationships with people my own age), I struggled.

My inner life looks very different from how it did
growing up -- I have a lot of self-confidence and self-
trust now, which helps me better process my
emotions, rather than be consumed or controlled by
them.

But who I am deep down remains exactly the same –
I love to create, and I’m a huge nerd. And now, I also
love to express my individuality and share about my
experiences getting here!

ZOE
ABOUT



A More
Authentic Me.
M Y  J O U R N E Y

My mental health journey fully began in college (or at least, that time was beginning of

my bettering myself and improving my mental health) – but the expression and release of

my inner turmoil began when I was in high school. I learned bad coping behaviors from

my friends, and when I found myself unable to deal with my own emotions, I turned to

those behaviors: self-harm and disordered eating.

My eating disorder took full form when I was 17, although I’d certainly had body

dysmorphic thoughts before that (though didn’t act on them just yet). The catalyst was

when got my wisdom teeth out, and subsequently had a bad reaction to my antibiotics --

I got an infection called C. Diff., which made me lose a lot of weight and be unable to

eat. Then, the medicine I was on to treat this infection made me nauseas and food-

averse. This was obviously not a fun experience, but I felt like something good did come

out of it – I lost weight, and I liked the way I looked. Other people liked the way I looked

too. I got a lot of compliments (because unfortunately, people prioritize and commend

“skinniness”), and it felt good to have such positive attention. (Most of the attention I

had previously gotten from my peers was negative; I was bullied by both the people at

school and the boys I had dated up until then.)

So I felt encouraged to keep going – to use this health issue as a springboard to finally

looking how I wanted to (which, unfortunately again, was heavily based on societal views

of what a beautiful woman looks like). I started restricting my food intake purposefully

and keeping track of my weight. This “worked” for a while, until I went on a family

vacation and couldn’t not eat without arousing attention. And once I stopped restricting

my food, I struggled to start again after the trip. I started gaining the weight back, and

though I tried to get back in the restrictive mindset, I just couldn’t find the same

strictness I had before. In fact, it turned into quite the opposite – I started to binge eat.

And then because I was so frustrated with myself, I started to self-harm.

This continued for a while, and only got

worse during college. I self-harmed and

tried to restrict my eating again, but this

only ended in me binging and purging.

And I believe my life would have kept

heading in that direction, had I not faced

my biggest trauma during my sophomore

year of college (Fall 2015): being sexually

assaulted. Of course, once that

happened, things got worse for a while.

My life felt like it was falling apart, and I

grew depressed and suddenly felt a

strong urge to end my life. I had never

felt this before, and at first it really

scared me. But then I leaned into it and

grew comforted by it. I lived every day

filled with anguish and anxiety, and my

mind kept turning to the way out. But I

didn’t believe that the way out of my

depression would come naturally; I

thought I would feel sad forever, and that

didn’t sound like a fun life to live.

Amidst that sadness, though, something

truly positive came to me in that time of

my life – I started going to therapy. My

choice to take that first step and show up

every week gave me the strength and

empowerment to eventually dig myself

out of the hole – to rebuild my life and

rediscover who I am and what I want.

Again, though, this light at the end of the

tunnel didn’t make itself apparent right

away. I had to work hard for it and brave

the obstacles and my intense emotions,

which I was still learning to healthily

navigate.

During this time of depression and

suicidal ideation, I continued self-

harming and bingeing and purging. But

after a while, my thoughts of ending my

life started dull down, but with that came

the resurfacing of my restrictive eating. I

severely limited my caloric intake and

stopped engaging in social activities

where I wanted to eat in front of people.

I no longer had the strength to be a full

human – I was so drained of all energy.

This lasted for about a month, and then

my family saw me and grew concerned,

so I reluctantly started eating again – but

I also started abusing laxatives. But this

was very short-lived, as one day, I

decided to take a large number of

laxatives one day and ended up in some

of the worst pain I’ve felt in my entire life

(which, of course, deterred me from

pursuing this route again).

Coincidentally, around the same time, my

friend invited me to a party at college

which happened to be a party with the

LGBTQ community. When I got there, a

girl started flirting with me, and I felt

really excited by the possibility of being

with her. Thoughts about my sexuality had

been flitting around my mind on-and-off

for about a year, but because of

compulsory heterosexuality, I always

assumed I was just straight, or maybe

bisexual.



My journey has so significantly and positively affected the way I

approach life now. I used to feel so at odds with myself, and I

was constantly trying to change who I was. I actually started

college with the goal of reinventing myself into a “cool girl.” But

I live my life now not wanting to be anyone but myself.

I’ve struggled deeply (as have lots of people, unfortunately), but

that enabled me to become a fuller, happier version of myself.

Had I not had a trauma in college, I wouldn’t have met my

therapist, who is the perfect role model and support system for

me. Had I not come so close to death, I would not have been

able to be reborn, almost, as a more authentic me, and discover

my true sexuality and gender identity.

I had previously tried to mold myself into the societal “ideals,” as

I think many people do, and this prevented me from seeing and

validating and believing in my true self. And then when I

dampened the true Zoe, I turned against myself, in a way. And

that only worsened my own mental health and contributed to my

eating disorder.

But, through suffering, I was given the opportunity to realize my

true value and beauty. I’ve learned such important life skills,

such as how to funnel my emotions into my creativity, and how to

resist impulses and make choices that are beneficial to myself

and others. I am so thankful that the silver lining of my struggles

is that I know and love myself in a fuller, truer way than I thought

possible.

M Y  H A R D E S T  M O M E N T S .

During my hardest moments, I felt so alone. I felt like no one

could understand what I was going through, and that I would be

a burden to people if I even tried to open up. I didn’t feel safe

or happy in my own mind, and at points I didn’t trust my own

perspective and opinions.

In those times, what I would have truly benefited from is seeing

and connecting with other people who were struggling -- but

surviving -- as well as those who were years out from their

darkest moments (as I am right now). I really believed that my

sadness was unique to me, and that it was impossible to come

out into the other side and live a happy, authentic life. Even

more, I believed that if I opened up to people and let some of

the weight off my chest, not only would they not understand, but

they would also turn away from me and not want to deal with

me. But how wrong I was!

I’m thankful that I made it through, but I know that so many

people don’t. And others probably are consumed by that same

mindset  -- that our suffering is ours alone, and no one else

could possibly understand. But the truth is that, unfortunately,

many people experience depression, suicidal ideation, and deep 

Being a genderfluid lesbian has had a major impact on my path

of being my true, individual self. My entire life, I tried to fit

myself into the societally approved boxes – I dated men, dressed

very femininely, and was a people-pleaser and rather subservient

to others.

And when none of this felt right, I assumed there was something

wrong with me. But I kept pushing myself to be the “perfect

woman,” and I think that that inauthenticity helped lead to my

deteriorating mental health.

But, once I realized that I’m gay, I also realized that the societal

norms didn’t quite apply to me anymore -- the “rules” mostly

account for straight people and experiences, which meant that I

was suddenly free to make my own life choices. And if I no

longer had to live by society’s standards, then I could create a

life that makes me feel uplifted and comfortable and happy. I

didn’t have to be hard on myself for feeling like I didn’t fit into

the world, because I realized that the world wasn’t designed to

fulfill my specific happiness and wellbeing.

I cut my hair short and embraced my androgynous side, which

allowed me to feel more at home in my body and no longer want

to change it (to look like the “ideal” of womanhood).

Now, though, I only had one thought – I really wanted to be part

of the lesbian community. I looked back on my childhood and

could suddenly recognize so many moments of attraction to

women, and I finally understood why being with men never felt

right. I decided to go on dating apps and meet women, but I

also knew that I wanted to show up as the fuller version of

myself that I was becoming since being assaulted the year

before. So I resolved to stop self-harming, and though I

struggled at first, I can proudly say I haven’t engaged in that

since December 2016.

And then in February 2017, I met a girl and was honest with her

right away about my recent mental health struggles. I expected

to scare her off, but she told me that she, too, has struggled

with mental health and trauma. We supported and validated

each other, and started dating, and we’re still together to this

day. Because I opened up about my story, I was able to form a

deep, genuine connection with someone. And that is a large part

of why I am so vocal about my story today.
trauma. But because mental health is stigmatized and these

struggles are often not openly discussed, we don’t realize that

we are not alone in this experience, and it is possible to safely

make it to the other side.

I am proof of this potential, and I am dedicated to being the

person that I myself needed all those years ago.

I know exactly
who I am, and I
always try to
pursue and
amplify that
person.

T H E  I M P A C T  M Y  J O U R N E Y  H A S  O N  M Y

 L I F E  N O W . . .

T U R N I N G  P O I N T  I N  M Y  L I F E

In thinking about this question, my gut response is to pinpoint an

incredible class I took at college during the year of my

depression. It was a two-semester course taught by poet Kenny

Goldsmith in which we wrote poetry inspired by art (to put it very

simply). Kenny really took me under his wing during that class

and praised all of the work that I did. He truly believed in my

creative abilities, and he let me know it.

This class was an oasis in an otherwise dark existence. In this

class, I was seen and valued and praised. I felt noticed and

special and worthwhile, and all of the other things I could not

feel elsewhere. I believed in myself, as well, and I trusted that I

could create great poetry (which was frequently about my

mental health, though framed in an abstract way that only I

could understand; I was not yet ready to be forthcoming about

my experiences with anyone but my therapist).

This class gave me a view into the person I truly am – and

provided me a great deal of positive memories -- and I will

forever hold it dear to my heart.

B E I N G  A  G E N D E R F L U I D  L E S B I A N . . .



I didn’t have to be a “good, subservient” partner because there

are no automatic expectations or power imbalances in non-

straight relationships. This meant I could find my own voice,

learn my own wants and needs, and set my own boundaries and

standards for what makes me happy in relationships.

However, about 3 years after I came out as a lesbian, I realized

that there was still something holding me back from living the

fullest, most authentic life that I wanted. And it wasn’t the way I

presented, or who I loved – it was the language that I was using

to describe my experiences surrounding gender. I always thought

I was a cis woman, but as I came into my lesbian identity, I was

able to see the ways in which other labels I held were

incongruent with myself. I felt like a woman sometimes, but then

other times, I felt non-binary, or agender, or some combination –

and I needed language for myself that was open to this fluidity

(which is often not discussed, as society is highly dependent on

binary terms and experiences).

About a year ago, I found the term genderfluid, and it

immediately resonated with me. Since adopting this term and

being public about both my genderfluidity and lesbianism, I have

felt so complete – so much so that I rarely feel the pressure to

conform myself to societal standards. And thus I don’t feel

pressure to be hard on myself for not fitting in; rather, I know

exactly who I am, and I always try to pursue and amplify that

person.

T H E  N O N - B I N A R Y  U M B R E L L A

there are people in this world who identify as non-binary

lesbians

I have the power to decide what labels mean to me, and no

one else can decide which labels I can and can’t use

Honestly, the hardest point of my journey in fully embracing my

gender and sexual identities was in the moments when I really

acknowledged that my gender lies under the non-binary

umbrella. I knew I was still attracted to women, but if I myself

was not a woman (at least not all the time), could I still call

myself a lesbian? All I had wanted when I was discovering my

sexuality was to be part of the lesbian community, and it scared

me to think that I might no longer be able to occupy that space.

Plus, after working through my deepest depression, I’d

established and labeled myself as a strong woman – would I lose

that empowerment if I wasn’t fully a woman?

These fears caused me to hesitate exploring my gender for a

while. Instead of doing research to learn more about the

possibilities, I tried to shut down that part of me. But deep

inside, I still felt the pangs of this questioning – especially since I

was a middle school teacher at the time, which is a very binary

space; there are only boys’ bathrooms and girls’ bathrooms, and

I was Ms. Stoller, one of the women. In the times of my gender

experience when I could strictly feel that I was not a woman, yet

I was lumped in with that category, I felt really sad. But still, I

kept pushing it down, until it became such a prominent feeling

that I realized it had to be addressed.

This past fall (2019 -- a time before coronavirus!), I decided to

do extensive research about the possibilities of gender, hoping

to find something that resonated with me. Through my Googling,

I ended up on YouTube, where I found some amazing creators

who were sharing their stories. I particularly connected with Ash

Hardell, a genderqueer YouTuber who made a lot of videos

about their experience questioning their identity, and ultimately

finding – and pursuing -- what worked for them. After watching

hours of videos, I had a better understanding of non-binary

genders, and I had also learned the term “genderfluid” – which

immediately felt like me.

Through even more research and testimonial-watching, I came

along two other amazing pieces of knowledge –

Because of this, I now fully embrace my identity as a genderfluid

lesbian.

I decided to start publicly share my story and experiences

relatively recently – mainly because I felt a deep urge to create.

Since graduating from college in 2018, I hadn’t been able to

incorporate creativity into my life in the same way I once was.

My homework in school used to be to write poetry, but, out of

school, I couldn’t seem to find the time or motivation.

But I saw a lot of people sharing their writing and art and

photography on Instagram, and I thought maybe I could do that

too. And maybe, in the process, I could help someone discover a

part of themselves, or feel a little less alone. And, if I worked

hard enough, maybe this could become a career, and I could be

a creator and advocate full-time.

So I decided to put myself out there and share my story online –

and it has been the most phenomenal experience. I’ve “met” so

many incredible, likeminded people from all around the world,

and I’ve satiated my creative needs. I adore having my Instagram

as a long-term project to work on – it makes me feel so complete

and happy. And it’s an incredible bonus if I’m able to help

people, as I’ve been helped by so many others.

M Y  P U B L I C  A D V O C A C Y

M Y  W O R D S  T O  Y O U . . .

I would tell someone who can relate to any part of my story – as

cliché as this sounds, life does get better. If the present moment

feels dark and dreary, this doesn’t mean it will stay that way

forever. And when you emerge, you’ll be a stronger, happier,

fuller, more authentic version of yourself. But to get there, you

have to prioritize yourself and decide you deserve to feel better.  

You have to keep pushing through and holding on, even in the

darkest moments. And if that doesn’t feel possible, then reach

out to someone! People care about you and want to be there for

you. Whatever challenges you’re facing, I know you will make it

through, and come out with so much success.

S E L F - R E F L E C T I O N  A N D  G R A T I T U D E

I feel so thankful that my story has a happy ending – really, I’m

only at the very beginning. I can’t stop thinking about how much

I would have missed out if I had ended my life 5 years ago. I

have grown so incredibly much and learned so many beautiful

things about myself, and it makes me feel sad to know that I

could have missed out on this. In the moments when I was

consumed by my depression, the thought of things getting better

felt impossible. But I was so, so, so wrong. As I’ve discussed

earlier, it was not a quick or easy passage getting here, but the

effort is 100% worth it, and I love the individual I’ve become!

I am extraordinarily proud of myself and grateful for everything

I’ve been through and accomplished. 5 years ago, I didn’t think I

would be here to tell my story at all – let alone to be telling it to

a magazine. And I most certainly didn’t think I would be an out

and proud genderfluid lesbian. Yet here I am – I’m showing my

authentic self to the world, and I’m thriving. I am awesome! And

I’m never going to forget it.
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"YOU"
Reclaimed and Rewritten!!!
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F rom the moment we entered this world we
have been trying to make sense of it; to figure
out who we are and where we fit in. As
children, our sense of Self was created as we
looked to the people around us like giant
mirrors asking, “Who am I? Am I loveable,
likable, wanted, worthy, capable… .Are my
dreams possible?”  Every experience,
interaction, and off handed comment became
the strokes of a pen authoring the stories of our
personal narratives. Stories which dictate our
concepts of Self, of others,  and how we should
show up in the world.

Tragically, many of the stories often include programmed beliefs of how
we are inadequate. They hold themes of what we cannot, will not,
should not and are not allowed to do. They often judge, condemn, 
 blame, shame and demoralize. They compel us to live down to the
expectation’s others held for us. Motivate us to “play it safe” and to
abandon our dreams. What our little minds could not comprehend was
that these stories belong to their mistrusted authors. That how people
treated us had more to do with them, than with us.

Over time, these toxic stories became bound to our identity, our
paradigms; moving us forward through life deceptively and tragically
“proving” to ourselves that they are falsely true.  Under its spell, we held
onto the story, listening to its song, and letting it direct the patterns in
our life.  The stories fuel our inner critic, maintain our imposter
syndrome, paralyze our actions, and inhibit our potential.

Psychologist have described this deceptive phenomenon of how we use
our past experiences to create a story in our mind that can be referenced
in the future as Cognitive Framing. Cognitive framing affects our
choices, values, behavior, responses, and expectations.  Our behavior and
interactions create a feedback loop confirming our beliefs and
expectations.  This is  described as a self-fulfilling prophesy where a
person’s expectations about someone can lead to that someone behaving
in ways which confirm the expectations. Other thinking errors which play
a role in this self-deception include filtering, self-serving bias,
generalizations, personalization, and emotional reasoning.  We
unconsciously filter out information that is not congruent with or
affirming our stories. We often personalize the things which we do not
understand and the actions of others. We then generalize those
experiences, further perpetuating our expectations for self and others and
we end up living the life we expect.

We can make the choice to give back the story to the one who wrote it
and begin a new self-defining, self-affirming chapter full of dream
pursuing actions. The science of psychology has demonstrated how
powerful our beliefs,  words, thoughts, perceptions, experiences, and
expectations are in forming our brain, our stories, our relationships, and
our lives. The good news is that this power is not limited to the negative
expression of our stories, but the positive as well. We have the power to
rewrite our stories, to author our own narrative and future chapters.

We cannot go back and change the actual events and experiences we
went through. However, we can change the story we hold about them,
ourselves, who we will be, and how life will unfold from here. We can
create new empowering stories characterized by messages of worth,
acceptance, compassion, kindness, love, and hope.  Stories which
empower us to step out of our comfort zones, to take bigger risks and
ownership as the author of our story.  We can write new scripts which
help us cultivate honest, authentic, and connected relationships.

Guard from being deceived into thinking, that because it always
happened, that “it” will continue to happen. We may have experienced
difficulties, pain, and brokenness, but we are not broken.  We can look
our darkest days in the eye and say, “I see you; I acknowledge you, but
you do not define me or what’s possible in my life!”

Do not wait until you feel worthy and capable, decide YOU ARE.  You
are perfectly made, special in every way. You belong, you are designed
with intention, equipped with unique skills and talents, and have value to
give to this world. We must release the journey of what was,  extend
grace to yourself and hold hope for the future. We can take back the
pen and begin to write and build full and meaningful lives. We can turn
our pain into purpose. We can turn our stories into our superpowers.

“TRANSFORM
FROM THE

PERSON YOU
WERE

PROGRAMMED TO
BE, INTO THE
PERSON YOU

WERE DESIGNED
TO BE!”

The story is not over, it has the potential to just begin!  Be
open and curious as you begin the journey of self-discovery.  
Be willing to do a new thing in a new way. I believe in you;
I believe you have an amazing gift inside that I want to see
explode into the world. It is time for you to believe in YOU!

With this empowering new chapter, we can renew,
recharge, and rewrite our vision for ourselves and our
future. Here is your pen! Let me help you begin with the
first line… .

I am acceptable, lovable, and perfect just the way I am… .

Dr. Shawn Horn is a licensed clinical psychologist in Washington State and host
of Inspired Living Podcast. Listen to episode, “You, Reclaimed and Rewritten”

for further discussion on this article.
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When asked to confess my story I honestly

didn’t know where to begin. If you are

fellow sufferer of an ED you may already

know it is a very mental, controlling, life-

contorting monster so it’s hard to pin down

when it actually took hold of me. Looking

back at my childhood I recognize how my

anxiety made me more susceptible to

having an ED.  From early grade school I

had severe separation anxiety, I would

perseverate on being or getting sick, and I

couldn’t handle any major changes in my

daily routine. These fears of being sick or

having no control made it hard to eat at

school and I guess this is where it starts.

I would get home from school and be so

hungry and relieved to be in a comfortable

place that finally I could eat anything,

nothing was off limits.

As I grew and changed so did my

separation anxiety tapering into a more

generalized panic disorder. Right around

this time was the world of peer pressure

and fitting in. So I decided to take “control”

and try to clan up my diet. I told myself it

was to be healthier, to fit in, to avoid

hereditary medical problems but this all

went down hill quickly.

During the height of my Orthorexia I got

engaged to my now wonderful husband but this

gave fuel to my fire. I now had the excuse to “fit”

into my dress. Though family continued to worry,

I assured them that I would start gaining weight

after the wedding. During this time I did seek

out help from various nutritionists and trainers

but due to my obsessive nature and constant

questioning many of them had given up on me.

I knew I wasn’t truly ready to commit. At my

wedding I was the smallest I had ever been.

Even though many people had been trying to

tell me what I couldn’t see, it took the kind

words of one of my previous boss’s to really open

my eyes; “Sarah don’t you think this is more then

you just being picky?” So I did start seeking help

and as the first year of marriage flew by, family

planning became something we often thought

about. However, even though a year had passed

and I had stopped taking birth control, I could

not get a period. This is when I realized the

extent of damage I had done to my hormones

and my body with my ED. I knew it was finally

time. I owed it to myself and my husband to be

the healthiest version of myself.

My first attempts at recovery still included lifting,

meal planning, “eating more”, Dr. appointments

and blood tests, but there were still so many

elements of obsession and rules that controlled 

" A T  L A S T  F O R  T H E  F I R S T
T I M E  I N  1 1  Y E A R S  I  W A S

“ A L L  I N ” . .
Then the world of eating disorders were

given to me in the form of My Fitness Pal.

All a girl needed to fall down the body

dysmorphia rabbit hole. I was suddenly

working out all the time loving the feeling

of an empty stomach, restricting foods to

the point that there were almost no fats in

my diet, obsessing over the perfect log of

food for the next day not being able to

sleep until it was perfect. Looking back I

can recall one time at the gym that by the

end of the class I was so dizzy and lethargic

I was scared to drive home. But… the

weight was falling off… I was getting the

complements… I was being “rewarded” for

all my hard work and it fueled my

obsession. As much as I was finally getting

the attention and recognition I wanted I

was completely devoid of a social life. 

 Every event I had to bring my own food to

fit into my own warped rules and it

affected my personal relationships with

friends and family.

As the years past people started to point

out that I was getting too thin but I didn’t 

want to hear it. At this point my ED

monster was reeking havoc on other parks

of my body. I had terrible gut/digestive

issues, brittle hair/nails, increased panic

attacks, irritability, and my hormones were

completely out of whack. As soon as I had

started this obsession I lost my period but

doctors assured me birth control would fix

it. Little did I know how it would affect my

future.

my life. It wasn’t until I stumbled upon No

Period Now What that I felt like I finally had a

tool to help me move forward.

It was like a light bulb had gone off in my head-

all the symptoms matched Hypothalamic

Amenorrhea. It was the ugly truth I needed to

hear. The guidelines from the book included

2,500+ calorie diet, limited exercise to yoga/light

walks, and eating without boundaries. Though

the thought of doing all this terrified me I took

my first step and froze my gym membership

and was finally ready to confront my monster.

My support system through this was of course

my mother and my husband who are my rocks.

However, to ease my panicked mind I also relied

heavily on Lindsey Elizabeth from Rise Up

Nutrition (who I found through an ED podcast)

and my Eating Disorder therapist. At last for the

first time in 11 years I was “all in”.

I grew more than I ever thought I could, working

through mindset, nutrition, and facing my fears.

There were a lot of emotions that came to the

surface as I watched my body change. Fear,

anger, and anticipation, flooded through my

veins but I knew I needed this. Suddenly the

changes brought energy, fullness, strength, a

healthy glow and I felt like me again. Even

though these gains were amazing as the time

flew by discouragement set in when I still did

not get a period. Faith and trust in the process, I

kept reaching and crushing my goals. One year,

one month, 4 days and 20 lbs later, my period

returned. Sobbing in my husband’s arms I was

ecstatic at how far I had come emotionally, 



mentally, and physically I couldn’t have done it without his support.

It may have been a long journey and the haunting voice of my ED may always lurk in the corner. I know there will always be room for

improvement. But I didn’t develop this ED overnight it wont be a quick fix. With my body finally trusting me again I knew my dream of

becoming a mom will come true when the time is right. If I have learned anything it is that my life is a blessing inside and out. I am now the

“Sarah sized Sarah” I was always meant to be. I am determined to keep my cycle, fuel my body, love myself, and become a mom.

Throughout my eating disorder journey, I have learned a lot about myself, inside and out. I wouldn’t say I would ever want to go through it

again (or anyone else for that matter) but it truly shaped me into who I am today. In the depths of it, I lost who I was, my personality, my

social life, just blind to all the blessings around me that wasn’t food or the gym. I was raised to be caretaker and a Christian therefore it was

engrained in me to be take care of others. However during my eating disorder, I couldn’t even take care of myself but with the help of so

many professionals, and a loving family, I found my way out, found my meaning and my strength again. Recovery has allowed me to be an

even better friend, wife and daughter as I have a clearer mindset, a more flexible approach and can enjoy the life that God intended me to

have. The way I used to look at my body was so demoralizing but now I thank it for what it allows me to do. We all have flaws, but its what

makes us different and we are all beautiful no matter what. This journey definitely has been hard  and it wasn’t a quick fix, but I have grown

mentally, physically and emotionally to become and even better version of myself that I thought I knew before.

I F  I  H A V E  L E A R N E D
A N Y T H I N G  I T  I S  T H A T  M Y

L I F E  I S  A  B L E S S I N G
I N S I D E  A N D  O U T .  I  A M

N O W  T H E  “ S A R A H  S I Z E D
S A R A H ”  I  W A S  A L W A Y S

M E A N T  T O  B E .  I  A M
D E T E R M I N E D  T O  K E E P  M Y

C Y C L E ,  F U E L  M Y  B O D Y ,
L O V E  M Y S E L F ,  A N D

B E C O M E  A  M O M .



EMBRACING YOUR INDIVIDUALITY 

AS A TWIN

I remember standing in front of a mirror as a small child. A little girl stared back

at me with big hazel eyes, curly brown hair and olive skin. She smiled when I

smiled, laughed when I laughed and cried when I cried. We had the same shoe

size, had the same voice and wore the same size clothes.

For any other child, it would have been easy to realize that the person staring

back at them was a reflection, a mirror image of themselves. For me, it wasn’t

that simple. I looked straight into that little girl’s eyes, raised my arm to point at

the mirror in front of me and uttered one name, “Sarah.”

But my name is not Sarah. My name is Hilary, born on March 4, 1989 at North

York General Hospital in Toronto, ON. Sarah is my identical twin sister, born on

the same day in the same hospital. We were born at roughly the same time

(2:15 and 2:17 PM to be exact). I was born first and I have never tired of holding

the fact that I am the “oldest” over my sister’s head. Regardless of who

emerged first, we were two healthy baby girls with an unquestionable and

seemingly unbreakable bond.

And throughout our childhood, we did have an incredibly strong bond. Experts

say twins have a special connection that begins in the womb. It is a closeness

unlike any other on the planet; even twins adopted into different families at

birth, meeting later in life, find they have uncanny similarities and affinities.

My sister and I definitely felt this growing up. I had no other siblings so it was

great to have a built-in playmate, one who could anticipate my every move. We

would get lost for days in make-believe worlds, emerging only to scarf down a

plate of my mother’s Mexican meatloaf before rushing off to continue the

game.  We had fun playing tricks on our parents by wearing each other’s

clothes and would occasionally switch classes at school for the amusement of

our friends and at the expense of our teachers. Our mutual best friend, who

lived across the street, called us both “Hilarysarah” for most of her childhood,

because she had no idea who was who. My mother’s license plate proudly

displayed her status as “TWINMA,” which may have caused some confusion

on the rare occasion that my dad drove her car.

It was inevitable: We were special. Getting stared at when we walked down the

street was an everyday occurrence. An overly enthusiastic (and arguably a bit

creepy) man even stopped my mother on the street and offered her a million

dollars to take us off her hands.

But eventually the novelty wore off. As we entered high school, being

“Hilarysarah” seemed more like a burden than a bonus. At least it did for me. I

felt smothered, and tried as hard as I could to separate myself from my sister.

“It always made me angry that you couldn’t see that what we had was special,”

my sister admitted in a recent and very revealing Skype conversation. “It made

me upset that you couldn’t see that.”

The fighting started in adolescence. The neighbours must have thought

someone was being murdered every day after school as we screamed

profanities at each other at the top of our lungs, and occasionally even

physically fought. My father was distraught. He was terrified that his only

children would end up hating each other forever.

“It was just so hurtful,” he says.

My mother says that, although it was disruptive, the fighting didn’t bother her

as much. Having had two sisters who were relatively close to her in age she

saw the fighting as a stage and figured we would eventually grow out of it.

In part, my mother was right. It wasn’t exactly the same thing she had

experienced with her sisters, but that fighting was exactly what needed to

happen for us to begin the long process of separation and self-identification;

something that, by that point, we needed desperately.

Joan Freidman, a psychotherapist who specializes in twin issues based out of

California - an identical twin herself, and a mother of twins, which certainly

helps her practice- says it is common for twins (especially if they are identical)

to feel burdened by their twin status by the time they reach adolescence.

Freidman also says it is quite common for one twin to pull away more than the

other. Usually it’s because one twin feels like their sister or brother is holding

them back in some way. That was me; at the time, Sarah seemed like an

annoying shadow that wouldn’t leave me alone. She, on the other hand, felt

hurt by my quest for separation.

For twins, the differentiation process does not happen overnight, and

sometimes doesn’t fully happen at all. Many adult twins hold on to their

twinship as something that defines them, and struggle with the idea that they

are not sure who they are without their twin as part of their life.

As I mentioned before, I was the one who began to pull away first, and to be

honest I wasn’t very nice about it. Sarah irritated me to no end. I berated her

constantly with insults, telling her she was useless and unworthy, to try and

make her leave me alone. She was shaken to the core. She was so distraught

that she ended up being admitted to the adolescent psychiatric ward at North

York General Hospital (yes, the same place we were born) for anxiety and

depression.

“I felt so alone,” she says. “ I thought that if my own twin didn’t love me then

why would anyone else?”

I had no idea how much my words hurt her until years later when she started

talking about it more openly. She assures me now that my unkind words were

not the only reason that she sunk into her depression. After all, mental illness

and addiction does run in our family. However, her confusion over her identity

and self-worth separate from being a twin definitely played a part in her

downward spiral into the depths of depression.

Although not all twins have to deal early in life with the impact of death and

illness on their relationship, the issues of identity, competition, jealousy and

sometimes guilt weave in and out of many of their lives quite frequently.

Freidman says many twins feel like they can’t make their own choices because

they are so concerned with how it will affect their sister or brother. “They don’t

even know what they want or how they feel.”

Growing up as twins, my sister and I always found it hard to carve out our own

niches because we like a lot of the same things. When I was in Grade Six, I

decided that I was going to be a marine biologist, while my sister spent hours

writing stories in her diary, convinced that she was going to make a living as a 
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writer one day. Today, we are working towards the opposite goals. Sarah has

found her passion in the petri dishes of a microbiology lab, while I have a

degree in journalism and have decided that I much prefer writing to observing

exotic sea creatures.

Genetics definitely have a role to play when it comes to the difficulties twins

face in creating their own identity. However, the way that they’re treated by

their family and friends also contributes to how they see themselves. People

have an overwhelming need to label twins as a way to tell them apart, while

lumping them together at the same time.

I can’t count the number of times my sister and I have been asked who is the

“smarter one ,” who is the “more athletic one” or which one of us is the “evil

twin.” I never have a good answer for those questions because neither one of

us fit into any of those categories. Being called “the twins” or “Hilarysarah” by

our friends also didn’t help us to realize that we were, in fact, two separate

people.

Many people also have the tendency to glorify the idea of having a twin. They

imagine it as having a permanent built-in best friend, partner in crime and soul

mate. I can think of an endless list of twins in pop culture who fit into at least

one of these categories: Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, Fred and George

Weasley from Harry Potter, and Patty and Selma from the Simpsons, just to

name a few. There are also examples of twins who have been pitted against

each other, labeled as the “good twin” and “evil twin.” Phoebe and Ursula from

Friends is one such duo that comes to mind.

The reality is that in order to be healthy individuals it is very rare that twins can

be best friends, but they are also rarely worse enemies. Even my sister, who

yearned for the dynamic duo status when we were younger, says she would

now rather think of me as just her sister, rather than her twin.

“I don’t even think that having your twin as your best friend is healthy,” she

says.

My sister and I are in a pretty good place now. Long gone are the days when

we would play tricks on our teachers and play for hours in our own little world.

The fighting of our teenage years is over (for the most part), we live in separate

cities, have boyfriends and separate groups of friends that know us as

individuals and don’t ever lump our names together into one run-on identity. In

the words of my sister,  we have both realized that we have different goals and

dreams, and that we can support each other. But we are not best friends.

Sometimes, we aren’t even friends. Occasionally, I wish that we could have the

idealized twin relationship shown in movies like “The Parent Trap.” Then I call

my sister and realize, after  one of our many disagreements, that this is not and

will never be a reality. Psychologically speaking, Friedman tells me, it means

we are healthy adults who have succeeded in finding our identities distinct

from each other.

We are two different people. And that is fine with us.

There is one thing however that we’ll always agree on. We love each other

deeply and wouldn’t trade being sisters for the world.  

As Sarah puts it: “We’ve had our ups and downs but you were always going to

be my maid of honour no matter what, so that’s just how it goes.”
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About Me
A small-town girl who grew up in a small-town world. Sounds like

something straight out of a country song but I really did grow up on an

acreage in the country in a small town most of my life! I’m an avid reader

with a deep passion for travel and adventure. I spent 12 years in a

corporate job as a successful kitchen designer hitting the million-dollar

club for 10 consecutive years. It wasn’t until I underwent my own health

and fitness transformation with my husband that I discovered my true

passion for health coaching. Over time, and through my own personal

development training, I came to the realization that I had actually been

coaching people most of my life in various areas of their life. This made

transitioning into a more holistic whole life coach the natural path to

follow and the most rewarding and fulfilling thing I’ve ever done.

My Journey...

I grew up in an extremely toxic environment. My stepdad was an

alcoholic and while growing up, mentally, emotionally and physically

abusive. It wasn’t uncommon to be woken up at 2am being yelled at to

go do the dishes and that I was a “fat, and lazy piece of shit”.  From 7-17

years old, this was my life. I didn’t know what version of my stepdad I

would get every day when I came home. One that would let me go

horseback riding, quadding, or driving around in the sports car or one

that would be throwing beer bottles across the room, yelling in my face

or shoving my mom into the fridge. The daily “you are a slob, you are

useless, but you know I love you” created a lot of unconscious fear and a

distorted view on love. I was never good enough no matter how hard I

tried, I had no confidence and I felt powerless to change my

circumstances.

My parents split up when I was young, and I never spent much time with

my birth father or that side of my family until years later as an adult. Even

then, the men in my life were terrible influences. At a very young age,

while at a large family function, I was invited to “play house” with my then

older cousin alone in his room. I didn’t understand boundaries then. He

was family, this was “just our secret game”, and I trusted him. This 

"Never Settle Again."
wouldn’t be the only time he would sexually molest me and it

wasn’t until a few years later that I would find out my two older

half-sisters had experienced the same. This gave me massive trust

issues towards other people, family, and myself. I was ashamed and

embarrassed and worried about the family fallout if anyone ever

found out. They would think it’s my fault and thought I would lose

any connection I had with my real dad that was already limited.

What would they think of me if they knew?

At 13, I heard the gunshot go off. My friends 11 year old younger

brother murdered in his home. The media frenzy and reporters. The

police statements and questions. Murdered by someone we knew,

someone new that was trying to fit in, someone WE had invited to

the party. The guilt, Did we all miss the warning signs? A couple

weeks later on my 14th birthday my face would be shared to the

world in a picture, on the front page of the local newspaper crying

over his tiny coffin. What I perceived to be my pain, guilt, and

sorrow shared for everyone to see.

A year later at 15, during a house party, I found myself wanting

nothing more than to fit in. It led me to the wrong people, the

wrong headspace, and almost no self-worth or strength to stand up

for what I wanted or needed. I remember saying no, this isn’t right, I

don’t think we should do this and he kept persisting and

proceeding. Being raped left me feeling empty. That my body was

of no significance or value. Surrounded by the thoughts of “was it

my fault” once again, I buried and suppressed any emotions that

were left. I wanted to block it all out. Violence, the screams, the

memories, the hurt, the shame, the fear, and the feeling of not

being able to do anything about it. I cut my wrists, I turned to

booze, did too many drugs, and lost any essence of who I was and

counted the days until I could graduate and leave.

It wasn’t until I was 21, newly married and already in the middle of

getting divorced that things started to click. “I don’t want to wake

up 10 years from now and wonder what the hell have I done with

my life. Good enough isn’t enough and I want to look back and be

happy”. I can’t say I remember there was one defining moment that

all of a sudden, my past trauma was revealed as a gift. The journey

and success of my life thereafter, the small choices made, and the

mindset of “Never Settle Again” definitely opened the doors of

change in the best way. I told myself, I was never going to let

“them” win. I could sit here and be a victim or chose to be a survivor

and stronger because of it. If I chose to stay a victim, then they win.

I definitely won. It is these experiences that allow me to most relate

to others who have suffered and be an example of what is possible,

given you take a stand and choose. I refuse to be defined or

labelled by the memory of my past and boldly choose to walk in

the vision of my future.

The After Effect
I had trust issues, little room for compromise, was often defensive

and had very little confidence or self-worth. So many people in my

past lacked integrity that I was cautious to get close to people.

Those that I did, I was extremely blunt about my expectations and

there was little room for error. I had a poor relationship with food,

body image, self-worth, and was often unhappy with how I looked.

Seeing My Strength
I had spent years of conditioning telling me everything I wasn’t, I

had to build, create, and discover everything that I am and could

be. I was self-conscious about everything and always questioned if

I, or anything I did, was good enough. It was by being sick and tired

of being sick and tired that I started to take things really into my 
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own hands. No one was coming to save me, no one ever had. I had

to start making better choices and decide what exactly I would

continue to allow. If it didn’t make me feel good, support me or

encourage me, it had no place in my life. I was selective about the

people I hung out with, the conversations I engaged in, I started to

work on my health focusing on fitness and nutrition and read a lot

of books. I helped others get through their own heartaches, well

before I was ever actually a coach, and it allowed me to see how

strong I really was. I allowed myself to be ok with being a work in

progress and that this was a new phase of my life. I wouldn’t be a

new person today, but every day I could work on being the new

person I wanted to become.

Misconceptions of Domestic Violence 
& Sexual Abuse

In terms of domestic violence, I think people have a misconception

that it is easy to just get up and leave. There is so much more to it

and you often don’t know everything that is going on. I also think a

big misconception is that abuser’s “don’t know what they are

doing”. I have heard this many time before and strongly disagree.

They know what they are doing, however, they are not aware of

doing it any other way based on their own upbringing and 

experiences, so their perception of their actions is very different

from our own. In regard to sexual assault, I feel people blur the lines

as to what it actually is and think it only applies to sexual

intercourse. I also think people default to “if it really happened, why

didn’t they report it”. Thousands of people don’t every day.

How Overcoming Trauma Changed My
Perspective...
It taught me I am not my past or my past experience’s. Being

strong is not always physical but is also about having the mental

and emotional grit to seek and endure growth and change. I think

differently about other negative and toxic people. I have a lot more

compassion and understanding for them knowing that their way of

being is likely from their own pain and trauma left unresolved. I

certainly don’t allow the behavior in my life, but I don’t take it

personally because I know it’s not about me, it’s really about them.

It’s helped me see that anything is possible if you want it bad

enough and you do the work (inner and outer) consistently. Mostly

it’s showed me the power of choice. I had every reason and

opportunity to become afraid of men, have no value in my body,

become a drug addict or alcoholic myself as a way to escape my

past and pain. It was the choice to be different, want different,

think different and want more. To believe there was more out

there, that I was capable of more and that change, really is possible.

Support on my Healing Journey
I would say a lot if it was seeing what others were settling for and I

didn’t want. I didn’t want to be sad, depressed, unhappy,

complaining and tried to do the opposite of what everyone else

was. I always had a deep desire for travel and when I started to

travel and see other places and cultures, it made me shift focus on

everything I did have or was going good. The man I am married to

now also helped confirm my new beliefs I was creating and

building. He showed me what love could look like, what a strong

and healthy relationship and then marriage could feel like. That

what I wanted in life and a partner existed. A lot of my healing

honestly came from the results of taking actions and never giving

up. If I didn’t like the outcome, I changed the action and continued

to do so over and over.

Does the Recovery Journey Ever End?
I think that depends on your idea of what being healed looks like. I

have healed and overcome much of my past making it a part of my

purpose, that I could say I’ve healed and am done. Every time I

continue to grow, become more aware or step into my next level

though, I think a new part of my past may be brought back into

light for a different or new understanding thus making the journey

never truly done.

Relationships & Recovery
My husband and I  have been together for 10 years and recently

celebrated our 5th wedding anniversary. I did feel he had the right

to know some things right away as some of the family members

were still in my life. I was also very blunt and upfront with what I

would and would not allow and he needed to understand where

that mentality came from. He had some of his own past he was

dealing with so it in the early part of our relationship we kind of laid

it all out on the table in a sort of “take me or leave me, this stuff is a

part of me” conversation. He was extremely receptive, non-

judgemental and supportive. I think it created the space for him to

open up too. He was actually impressed with all that I had endured

and accomplished! I think it has strengthened our relationship and

marriage. We’ve always been very clear to communicate our

intention and expectations to avoid creating the mistakes of the

past and are aligned in our values and goals.

Being A Greater Coach From This...
Experience is the greatest teacher. Having gone through so many

experiences, I believe it allows me to directly relate to what others

are feeling. I can deeply connect with people, help them come to

their own understanding and elevate their awareness to discover

ways to move forward to heal having done it myself. People are not

textbook case studies and working with someone in trauma vs

working with someone going through the SAME trauma I have is

powerful. It’s exciting because I am filled with so much hope and

joy knowing what they can overcome, who they can become,

having done it myself. You can read as many textbooks and articles

as you want about these kinds of experiences but having lived it,

gives you a whole different perspective.

Advice for Supporting A Friend
Don’t stop supporting them if you can. You may be the only light

they have left in a dark world and knowing you are there may be

the only thing they see that gives them hope there is another way.

Try not to judge them but also don’t take on the responsibility to

get them out. It is not up to you. Love, compassion, kindness is in

your control, but trying to make them leave is likely not.

Advice If You Can Relate To My Story
Reach out and talk about it. Knowing you are not alone; these

thoughts and feelings are not crazy and totally normal is huge! It’s

really hard to see out of the storm when you are in it. Getting an

outside perspective from someone who’s been through it and

come out better because of if it might allow you to come to your

own realizations of what you can do to move forward.

Gratitude & Closing Words
I am grateful for every event, every emotion and every person that

has ever been a part of my life. It has allowed me to become who I

am today and created the passion to always continue to grow and

reach for more. Not because I need to be more, because I know

there is a next level of me that is capable of more. I am strong,

resilient, compassionate and kind and there is nothing holding me

back except me. Dream big, love deeply, serve powerfully and

always be bold, be brave.
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